Object discrimination learning and object-pattern discrimination transfer in visually deprived cats.
We used binocularly deprived cats (BD cats), control cats reared in the laboratory with open eyes (C cats) and normal wild cats (N cats). In stage 1, the cats were trained to discriminate a black ping-pong ball and a 3-dimensional cross of the same size and color for food reward. The BD cats learned slower than N cats. The difference between BD cats and C cats was statistically insignificant. A comparison of these data and previous data on discrimination of corresponding 2-dimensional black patterns (disk and cross) show that in discrimination learning the 3-dimensionality of stimuli is helpful for N cats, but not for BD cats. Thus, the objects and their patterns are for BD cats highly similar. In stage 2, the objects were replaced by corresponding 2-dimensional patterns (disk and cross). Pattern discrimination was learned slower by BD cats than by N cats. Thus, the objects and their patterns are for BD cats certainly not identical and BD cats are deficient in discrimination transfer of even highly similar pairs of visual stimuli.